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gameplay, fun crafts, and ... What are the best zombie games on PC? You can hardly step on Steam without games of zombies clutching your ankle, so that's a valid question. Don't dismiss the whole genre just because there's a load of brainless clones, though - below we have some of the best zombie games to mix their way onto PC. Zombie games range from survival
simulation to Lovecraftian's period pieces, and if you like, you can even make a detour through the tower's defense and parkour This list of zombie games has everything an undead enthusiast could ask for. We have the heartbreaking moral dilemmas posed by The Walking Dead, the high-octane fps action of Black Ops 3, and the traumatic horror of Resident Evil. Whatever your
rotten taste, these The best zombie games on PC. The best zombie games are: Zombie Night Terror In a zombie fiction the horde are not blind, not exactly, but guided in their pursuit to the brains by a larger brain. Here you are the hivemind, directing the pandemic from behind your keyboard. Developers NoClip argue: The only way to survive the zombie apocalypse is to be the
apocalypse! For those who have found the cause of Lemmings too noble, Zombie Night Terror is a twist of zombie games on the format of this puzzle. You are offered a sidelong view of the action in black and white and given ways to influence it, guiding your thoughtless chargers on the traps they would otherwise fall blindly into. Pesky humans will choose your numbers with buzz
saws, shotguns and reused snow trucks - but you can strengthen the ranks with a few potential survivors. What's more, the undead can be turned into mutated beings who riff on Left 4 Dead - blowing themselves into pieces and taking them alive with them, or spitting out green acid blood cells that bubble in stark contrast to the gray sets. The colorless world of this zombie game is
just waiting to be covered in bright red blood. Zomboid Project That's how you died, Project Zomboid tells you that you are walking with gingerly in the invaded American countryside for the first time. It's not going to end well. But you can drag the inevitable for a while - eking an isometric existence through the nifty scavenging, food supply, and first aid skills, you'll have honed well
from the best survival games. The whole map is open and the tips are minimal - only a good preparation and an open tab at the Zomboid wiki can save you. Once you have established a domestic base, the game becomes a matter of tense and seizing smash, weighing the potential loot against the chance of zombie encounters. Long-term survival means rebuilding rural America -
building and maintaining farms and adopting a defensive style of play. Where most zombie games are about hitting the dead with something heavy before moving on to heavier artillery, Zomboid is on avoidance, careful management, and slow combustion strategy. Speaking of slow burn, Zomboid has been in open development for almost half a decade - so see what we do with it in
our Zomboid Early Access Review project. But don't get put off by the Early Access label: it's one of the richest zombie games out there. World War Z Since we're still no closer to a release date for Left 4 Dead 3, a new game that rigidly follows the formula of staging cooperative zombies that the popularized L4D series will have to suffice. World War Z offers From revolutionary to
this formula, but it's always heaps of fun when you play through his gauntlet style campaign missions with friends, upgrading your kit over time, and watching the decomposing corpses explode under fire from heavy machine guns. It's also a real success, having sold more than 2 million copies on the Epic Games Store since its launch. DayZ Despite Despite Questionable abuse of
the concept of early access stretching backer patience to breaking point, there is more than enough to stand-alone DayZ to remind you why the mod has garnered all this goodwill. You always endure this phase of nervy survival, greenhouse flitting at the gas station in an effort to gather equipment and avoid conflict - DayZ is one of those zombie games where the voracious
undead are not what haunts your every step. You will always have those Cormac McCarthy moments on the road, scanning a stranger for clues as to their intentions. Once you stay on the soda and leftovers, however, DayZ opens. This greenhouse becomes an appropriate agricultural plot. Just keep you and the traders passing through alive. At this point, banditry is no longer
DayZ's fault - there is potential for shopping malls, large farms and stable villages. Unfortunately, we are a few updates away from the post-societal civilized dream, and over time bugs and performance issues can chomp away from your enthusiasm. But DayZ is no longer just a survival sim - it's also a living sim. Resident Evil No list of zombie games would be complete without
Resident Evil. You might have been frightened of your mind by Resident Evil 7 in VR, or you are found repeatedly returning to the classic packed action that is Resi 4, but you will still find a lot of dread in the game where it all began. Without the unnecessary complications associated with future sequels, Resident Evil is one of the best horror games around. Trapped in the famous
Spencer Labyrinthine Mansion, like Chris Redfield or Jill Valentine, voracious zombies and dangerous mutations lie behind every corner of Resident Evil, often obscured or blocked by inventive environmental puzzles. The fixed angles of the camera intensify the feeling of claustrophobia and your limited inventory makes you feel vulnerable. Buddy up: The best multiplayer games
on PC If it's not scary enough, you can still grab the remastered version released in 2015 on Steam. This is a remake of a remake, however, which adds new environments, scenarios and surprises to make sure resident evil is just as scary as you remember. Resident Evil 2 Remake While the first Resident Evil game delivers most of its terror through its haunted house setting, the
amazing remake of Resident Evil 2 makes zombies the stars of the show. These are the most horrific undead shufflers the series has produced so far, with each distorted, bloody face telling a story of how they were infected. As in all the best zombie games, Resident Evil 2 horrors move unpredictably, ripping and sliding on you during you miss blow after blow in panic. Shooting
them in the head will only stun them for a second or two, allowing you to slide past, but you'll need to shoot them a few more times until their skull explodes to ensure they don't get up. Alternatively, you can go for members: a couple of gunshots is enough to break an ankle, ankle, much less mobile and allowing you to carefully bypass around them. Scratch a shot and it will still rip
a piece of flesh from your target, adding gory gravitas to every cartridge spent. Oh, and if you're looking for help with ammo, check out our Resident Evil 2 locker code guide for some gifts. Crafty gamer: Discover the best craft games on PC Fighting standard zombies ages quickly in some of the Resident Evil games, but they remain a constant threat throughout the Resident Evil 2
Remake campaign and taking them down always feels squelchy and satisfying to the same extent. As Chris wrote in our review of Resident Evil 2 Remake, this is a bloodbath to savour. For fans of the indie game Untitled Goose Game, an upcoming mod by notorious zombieAli modder swaps Resident Evil 2 dreaded Mr. X for the equally male-so-malicious goose protagonist. Call
of Duty: Black Ops 4 Honestly, you can elect one of Treyarch's Call of Duty games to this list, because their zombie horde modes are the best around. However, the reason we pointed to Black Ops 4 in particular is because it offers players three zombie cards for free, as well as a transport of increasingly ridiculous places infested with the undead like DLC. Aim for the Head: The
Best Sniper Games on PC With the three launch cards taking place in a Roman gladiator arena, the RMS Titanic, and Alcatraz Prison - each littered with secrets to discover ranging from light Easter eggs and powerful weapons to boss fights and end cutscenes - no Call of Duty studio has as much fun with zombie horde mode as Treyarch. State of Decomposition 2 If you are
looking for history, then you will be better served by the original state of decomposition, however, the sequel does an admirable job of fleshing out the systems of the first game to make for a more satisfying survival experience in the open world. Playing like an RPG, State of Decay 2 is an online zombie game that surprises first with its permadeath. You will choose a protagonist
from your community of survivors and take them out into the wild to find the food, fuel or drugs needed to keep the rest alive. Once they collapse in bed at home - or under the blows of the undead - you can take control of another character from your base with their own background, personality and fighting abilities. Read more: Check out our list of the best RPGs on PC Every time
you choose to leave another alien in your growing base, you let in another playable character; another new story to write a middle and an end to. Killing Floor 2 One of the best cooperative games and Zombie on PC - which isn't Left 4 Dead 2 - Killing Floor 2 is a chaotic and frantic rush when you blow undead brains into turbulent heavy metal. Zombies of all shapes and sizes come
to you thick and fast, making Killing Floor 2 an excellent cooperative pick-up-and-play title. But as you spend more time indulging in a zombie bashing place, Killing Floor 2 becomes a zombie game with a captivating captivating Element: Do you spend your blood-soaked resources now, or save them for a more difficult future confrontation? Killing Floor 2 gameplay, most importantly,
feels good about playing like a wonderfully gory shooter with friends - his best mechanic just did it at the last minute, too. Dead Island This is not a particularly pretty or polished game, but Dead Island remains one of the best zombie games on PC. With its first-person bashing shuffler and four-player cooperative, it's tempting to compare Techland's first zombie game outing to Left 4
Dead 2 - but it's what Dead Island borrows from Fallout 3 that makes it compelling. The island in question is a small island off Papua New Guinea, and its undead inhabitants are hungry to scupper your hard-earned holiday. All narrative interest begins and ends here, but - after going through a dull first hour - this small Ocean island opens up to reveal a world of impressive
magnitude. Yet a big world doesn't make sense if zombies aren't fun to mutilate. Fortunately, the progress of the fight and RPG-lite is fast enough to allow you to continue: you'll start with melee-based weapons, but later you'll arrive on disposable knives and machetes to satisfy the kills with a single hit. Despite Dead Island and riptide almost following get the remastered treatment
in Dead Island: Definitive Edition, some bugs are still buried away, to the left of the original version. And don't hold your breath while waiting for the sequel, either: the development of Dead Island 2 has been troubled to say the least. Dying Light Techland built on runaway - shuffle-away? Dead Island's success with another open-world zombie game equipped with customizable
melee weapons and a four-player cooperative. And for starters, they seem to be cut from the same fabric, offering busy directed work for the first hour. Then Dying Light takes this fabric, stuffs it into a bottle, sets it on fire, and throws it from a great height into a packet of the undead. Related: Discover the best open world games on PC As its survivors in a post-epidemic world,
Dying Light is a scavenger. Its map icons and diversions are ripped off from the Ubisoft formula. The parkour is nicked from Mirror's Edge. But the clamor informs all other aspects of the game, turning it into an exploratory and emerging adventure. For best results, ignore the most repetitive missions and take to the rooftops of Harran, built with vertical meanders in mind. They may
have worked with borrowed pieces, but Techland has put together one of the best zombie games in Dying Light, which is why we're so excited for the sequel. With a written story the legendary Chris Avellone, the narrative complexity promised by the faction system of Dying Light 2 is exciting. Organ Trail This zombie game tribute to the most famous educational game of all time is
difficult as nails. Organ Trail you tasks with guiding a survivors break on a trip west and as all zombie survival games your main concerns are are a good stock of food, medicine and ammunition, not to mention avoiding roaming packages of flesh-eating undead. Related: Here are the best old games on PC The real stars of Organ Trail are random event encounters, which will
continue to catch you off-putting hours in the game with everything from zombie boss fights and looter gangs, to your disease-causing survivors or receiving curious jobs from strangers. In Organ Trail, you're always on the back foot, managing your party's gradual descent into disease and hysteria one horrible encounter at a time, but every fight you manage to scrape through feels
like a Herculean accomplishment, and it's this feeling that drives your weak break forward. Left 4 Dead 2 It's been eight years, but Left 4 Dead 2 has always looked economical in the way Valve shooters are. This means that unlike many zombie games, it has aged well - despite the absence of any fantasy, made physically based or global illumination. This is a zombie game that
has certainly not been improved, even compared to vermintide brothers and sisters on the different theme and the two Payday games. No doubt, Left 4 Dead has lost some of the exquisite balance of its little armoury by expanding it for the rest - filling the world with impromptu melee weapons and special types of ammunition. But, nevertheless, Left 4 Dead 2 and the original are
still the best cooperative games around. While some post-apocalyptic default scenarios to a familiar version of zombie-dom we have long been desensitized to, Left 4 Dead 2 presents a world in which normality is too recent. Although cities have emptied after waves of evacuations, humanity feels close enough to touch thanks to the messages scrawled on the walls of safe houses.
There is also a unique warmth: the cultural influence of New Orleans and its surroundings is insinuated from the marshes to the streets and the soundtrack. The Walking Dead Telltale's The Walking Dead series. A conversation system linked to an insurvisor, inspired by social anxiety. A feeling of interpersonal warmth framed by global darkness, like a campfire on a cold night.
There is a tendency to disarm you with humor and half an hour of respite before cruelly slipping on the characters that you have come to care about in a way that only the best adventure games on PC can. These evil geniuses. This is something we'd like to see from more zombie games: The Walking Dead isn't really about walkers. They are just the backdrop to a series of stories
about human nature. The key characters here are capable of both great goodness and unforgivable evils in the name of protecting their own. The only one is at the end of each episode, when you get to see what percentage of fellow players have made the same terrible compromises as you. You'll have a lot of agonizing decisions to make as it comes around the final, but The
Walking Dead: The Final season is the series at its best. Atom Zombie Smasher Atom Zombie Smasher is one of the very few zombie zombies goes for the overview. It puts you in charge of the defense forces of the city of Nuevo Aires and instructs you to save as many citizens as you can. From your descending point of view, you call on rescue helicopters, direct teams of snipers
and make monstrous sacrifices to achieve your goal. Your goal for most maps is simple: airvac as many citizens as possible. You tell your helicopters where to land, place your maritime teams and install explosives. Then, when you hit start, the zombies flood different entrances around the level. If a zombie reaches a civilian, they are instantly infected, and too quickly a block of
the city can become submerged by the undead. Sometimes you have to reduce your losses. Every time you set up a game backup blockade, you are inevitably trapping some of your accusations on the wrong side. The distant downward perspective - which projects yellow dots like civvies and roses as zombs - encourages distant utilitarianism. You're not Francis, Bill, Zoey, or
Louis this time - you're the army dropping bombs on their heads. Zombie Army 4: Dead War In the original Zombie Army trilogy, itself a spin-off of Sniper Elite games, we fought the Hitler army of the undead and banished it to hell - but now it has crawled back and brought an even greater zombie threat with it. As we describe in our Zombie Army 4 review, there are several
similarities to shoot with Left 4 Dead; Trampling, shooting and slashing your way through hordes of zombies, entering brief reprieves in safe houses, accompanied by up to three of your friends. The game goes the camp, free fun of guilt-free gore, and the X-Ray busting testicle kill cam makes sniping your enemies as satisfying as crushing them with a hammer. After all, they are
not only undead abominations, but also Nazis; even the sweetest pacifist can enjoy blowing them up like a barrel of melons and watching the juices fly. You can even modify and upgrade your guns to fire flames or spit out lightning, and create a custom build skill to mow zombies with brutal efficiency. There you have it, the best zombie games on PC. Whether you're trying to
rebuild society against constant waves of shufflers with your surviving companions, or you just want to run as fast as you can away from the undead, there's a zombie game here for you. Next Dying Light 2 zombie games While we were initially hoping for a release date for Dying Light 2 in 2020, the game has been delayed. Given the love techland showed to the first game since
the launch, we are delighted to sink another hundred hours or more in the If you're done all these then be sure to check out our thoughts on the dying light: Bad Blood Royal Battle or read our State of Decomposition 2 PC review to find out why we chose the original for this list. For now, however, we should better take a better look at this bite that we suffered earlier. It's probably
good. Ok. Ok.
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